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THE ALLURE OF THE 
OPEN ACCESS PROCESS
The internet is a world that’s growing at a blitzkrieg pace, and this growth is resulting in a 
constant evolution of the way information courses through the internet. The culture of easily 
available information extends to the world of publishing through the open access (OA) 
system of publication.

When it comes to serving the OA publishing needs of authors and funders, traditional 
publishing processes are becoming less efficient and less cost effective. While open access 
serves authors and funders differently, the process displays better efficiency, increased 
cost-effectiveness, and a high level of transparency.

Open access publishing is increasingly 
emerging as the preferred publishing 
model since it offers authors certain 
distinct advantages over non-OA 
publications:

1.6 times more citations than 
traditionally published materials

4 times more downloads

1.9 times more news mentions

1.2 times mentions in policy 
descriptions

2.5 times more altmetric attention 
than normal

Tracking is possible in order to 
measure the scale of impact of 
the journal.

Attract Attention. Engage Citations. Get 
Recognized.



of digital publishing experience
20+ YEARS

Support
24×7

languages
14+

Skilled staff
1000+

Amnet at a Glance
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AMNET-COKO PARTNERSHIP
EnableOA is the brainchild of the combined 
capabilities of Amnet and Coko. We 
partnered with Coko, a digital OA solution 
provider, to design, build, and develop a 
comprehensive open access ecosystem for 
streamlining and accelerating the journal 
publishing process. Our partnership 
combines a legacy of publishing and a 
customer-centric approach with Coko’s 
custom suites that include open source 
platforms like Editoria and Kotahi. The 
objective of this collaboration is to promote 
a digital-first adoption.

INTRODUCTION TO ENABLEOA

EnableOA is a cutting-edge OA publishing 
framework that provides support to develop, 
manage, and distribute content digitally, 
across multiple channels, and in various 
formats. Amnet EnableOA helps disrupt 
traditional publishing avenues with 
improved collaboration, which increases 
transparency and user-friendly publishing. 

1. We help authors by streamlining 
processes. You can create, manage, and 
distribute content from a single framework.

2. Our system is immensely user-friendly, as 
it is open source.

3. We aim for increased engagement, as our 
system allows all stakeholders to collaborate 
on the same platform.

4. CSS-based typesetting.

5. Peer review and proofing using HTML.

6. Browser-based editing with math and table 
support features.

7. JATS, PDF, and EPUB are just a few of the 
formats that may be exported with a single
click.

The advantages of the EnableOA system:
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ENABLEOA FRAMEWORK
The single autonomous ecosystem encompasses the complete publishing spectrum: content 
creation, production, and distribution.

Our process involves three distinct steps:

Content acquisition

Here the author, publisher, and reviewer 
work in tandem to develop a manuscript. We 
also streamline the process by taking it 
online, with the submission and peer review 
happening in an HTML environment.

Content dissemination

It is the last and final step of the EnableOA 
process and involves end-users and the 
publisher working together to host and 
distribute the content on proprietary and 
external platforms.

Content production

This stage can be subdivided into content 
analytics, editing, quality assurance, and 
delivery. Analytics involves automated 
steps of ingestion, diagnostics, metadata 
extraction, automated structuring, content 
profiling, and router/service determination. 
Editing is managed by a copy editor with the 
steps of automated copyediting and 
reference structuring. It also involves a 
browser-based collaborative editing 

platform, graphics incorporation, and auto 
XML creation. Quality assurance involves 
the author, editor, and typesetter working in 
tandem to produce a typeset proof using 
CSS-driven pagination and online author 
proofing service. Delivery is the last step of 
the production process, where the authors 
are provided with the content in multiple 
formats such as EPUB, HTML, Web PDF, 
Print PDF, and final XML formats.
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ReachOA is a stand-alone platform that also renders itself as part of the EnableOA ecosystem.
It adds ease to the open access format of publishing and extends the culture of openness to 
the world of publishing.

WHY REACHOA?
In a manual setting, authors face many 
roadblocks in sourcing, licensing, reviewing, 
and revising content. It is labor intensive 
and inefficient with time.

The main aim of ReachOA is to overcome 
the existing roadblocks and to bring digital 
production to the existing traditional format 
of journaling. It is designed to digitize 
content publishing.

ADVANTAGES OF REACHOA
URL validation for DOI submissionsHOW DOES IT WORK?

Automated end-to-end journal 
publishing system

A role-specific approach to handling 
manuscripts

Using Wax 2 in the browser to edit content

Discreet versus shared peer reviews
Automated email notifications
Real-time communication with authors and 
editors, including video chats
Third-party application integration like 
Grammarly to provide enhanced copyediting
Provide editors the ability to summarize and 
critique article submissions
Several peer-review modules supporting 
blind, double-blind, and open review
Verifying plagiarism
Manuscripts are automatically structured 
based on journal requirement
Automatic creation/validation of reference 
linking
Rule-based automation of few copyediting 
aspects such as punctuation and 
consistency

HTML workflow replaces conventional 
PDF peer review and author proofing: 
peer reviews and author proofing via a 
browser

Dedicated math and table 
features/functions in a collaborative 
editing environment

Coordination of the review process 
through an integrated notification 
system

Real-time rating form for reviewers 
/editors
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REACHOA SUITE

The Amnet ReachOA suite offers authors:

Content acquisition

From the very outset, with manuscript 
submission, all forms of peer review until 
the last step of acceptance.

Content enrichment

We access and provide all forms of styling, 
which include copyediting, design, 
typesetting, and proofing.

Content transformation
and delivery

We provide the author with delivery of the 
work in EPUB, HTML, Web PDF, Print PDF, 
and final XML formats.

Hosting and integration

Since our platform works online and in a 
digital sphere, we offer superior hosting 
services with integration with Crossref and 
ORCID, which makes research easier.

Migration and
customization.

Theme development

We produce custom themes and original 
creative artworks for authors.

Indexing services

We help with forms of indexing and meta 
tags for PMC and Google Scholar, thus 
making journaling quicker.
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Hosting, infrastructure and 
maintenance support for a 

single journal***

We also offer these 
services  upon request:

Article submission

BASIC

End-to-end package: 
Totally managed service 

which includes: 

ULTRA

Service suite from 
ReachOA publishing 

platform which includes:

PaaS

Submission and peer 
review

End-to-End service – 
submission to production

Preprints

Micropublications

Digital conversion services 
for multiple delivery 
formats

Accessibility and Alt-text 
services

Indexing – PMC, Crossref, 
Google scholar

Migration – transition 
from incumbent platform 
to ReachOA

Workflow customization

Theme development

Journal production

Accessibility/Alt text

Hosting and maintenance

Integration – ORCID, 
CrossRef

Indexing – PMC, Google 
scholar

Migration – transition 
from incumbent platform 
to ReachOA

Workflow customization

Theme development

Peer review

Rights and Permissions

Copyediting

Typesetting

*** Support package also 
available for 10 and 50 
journals at applicable rates

Digital conversion 
services

Accessibility and Alt-text

Migration of journals from 
incumbent platform to 
Amnet Enable OA 
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Amnet created BookOA to be a stand-alone web-based book editing and production tool that
streamlines all publishing needs. It is powered by Coko’s Editoria, which is an online tool that
helps comprehensive management of content processing to produce format-flexible content.

BOOKOA: A VALUABLE ASSET 
FOR AN AUTHOR
It has a host of editorial templates with 
robust version control. It helps authors 
store, edit, and repurpose content. 
Additionally, it also provides authors with 
the ability to integrate third-party 

applications like Grammarly and get better 
control over the publishing process: edit, 
create, revise, and track progress.

BOOKOA: WORKING
An acquisition-to-publication workflow 
based on digital acquisition

BookOA utilizes Wax editor, a highly 
configurable and extensible web-based 
word processor

Support for math and table editing in a 
collaborative editing environment

Typesetting HTML content with an open 
-source HTML engine: browser-based
pagination and PDF creation

Workflow replacing PDF with HTML

The ability to communicate via text or 
video in real time

A single platform to support multiple 
digital formats: XML, HTML, PDF, and 
EPUB

FEATURE- RICH PLATFORM
Designing a content support structure for 
words

The BITS XML generation tool builds XML 
for any type of book

Module for auto-structuring integration

A method for automating reference 
structuring based on AI/ML

Verification of references via Crossref 
/PubMed

Reader for EPUB3

Web and print PDF deliverables are 
generated simultaneously



www.enableoa.amnet.com
hello@amnet-systems.com
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https://www.linkedin.com/company/open-access-enabled/
https://www.facebook.com/Open-Access-Enabled-110849501150910/



